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ABSTRACT: In this paper, object tracking system using Co-ordinate difference algorithm and template matching is described. It is designed on sbRIO chip which includes both Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and DSP. sbRIO can process 176x144 resolution video sequences and provide the location of a predefined object in real time using LabVIEW 12.0 vision and motion software. The concepts of pattern matching and co-ordinate differencing algorithm make it simple and efficient. Logitech c110 camera has been used to grab the video frames and track an object. Pattern matching is used to match the template and find the co-ordinate value of the object in the image. Once the co-ordinate value of the object has been detected, it is tracked by the camera. To automate the tracking process, the camera is mounted on a pan-tilt arrangement with a stepper motor, which is synchronized with a co-ordinate difference algorithm. As and when the object being tracked moves out of the certain pixel range of the camera, the pan-tilt setup is automatically adjusted to move the camera so as to keep the object in view. Such a tracking system is used in automated video conferencing system and also has application as a surveillance tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to develop a real-time object tracking system which is robust against such disturbing situations like illumination variation, object shape deformation, and partial occlusion of target images. By employing the coordinate difference algorithm, the system has been made robust against illumination variation and small variation in object shapes. In order to achieve real-time performance in tracking, a VLSI hardware-implementation friendly algorithm has been developed.

Multiple coordinate regeneration, a statistical method, has been developed to realize the tracking function, and online learning is adopted to enhance the tracking performance. Due to the hardware-implementation friendliness of the algorithm, an object tracking system has been built very efficiently on an sbRIO to realize a real-time tracking capability. At the working frequency of 60 MHz, the main processing circuit can complete the processing of one frame of image (640x480 pixels) in 0.1 ms in the high-speed mode and 0.8 ms in the high-accuracy mode. The experimental results demonstrate that this system can deal with various complex situations; including scene illumination changes, object deformation, and partial occlusion. Based on the system built on the sbRIO, we discuss the issue of VLSI chip implementation of the algorithm and self initialization of the system, i.e. the autonomous localization of the tracking object in the initial frame.
I. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Camera captures the image and sends it to the sbRIO. sbRIO takes the input image from camera and processes the image using the software logic explained in section IV and gives out the 4 digital output values to the stepper motor driver circuit. Driver circuit needs 12v voltage to trigger itself hence we give this voltage externally from the battery as shown in fig 1. Driver circuit now passes its 4 digital output's as 4 inputs to the stepper motor. Stepper motor thus now rotates in the respective direction in order to keep the object inside the frame.

II. CO-ORDINATE DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM

In every consecutive frame, we find where exactly (coordinate value) is the template present using the pattern matching algorithm. Once this is found, subtract the present coordinate value with the reference coordinate value to find out the deviation of the template in every frame of video. Rotate the motor accordingly in either of the direction (whichever is necessary) until the template comes into the centre of the image. Deviation of template location up to +/- 10 is neglected since camera focuses the object or template even with this deviation as shown in fig 2.
III. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Steps Used for the Design of the System:

- Software used is LabVIEW with 2012 version.
- Vision and motion, MAX are used under LabVIEW
- Camera captures the image (30fps, 176x144 image size,) and sends it to the laptop through USB port. laptop is included in the loop since the Logitech C110 is not compatible with sbRIO.
- We need to use NI camera which is compatible with sbRIO in order to make the project stand alone. Doing this has some restrictions
  - Loaning NI camera is highly difficult
  - Cost of the project increases
- sbRIO takes the input image from laptop through Ethernet cable and processes the image as follows:
Let us assume image is of size 176x144. we have to find out the centre co ordinate value of the image and say it as reference point(88x72 in this case).

This project is limited to only horizontal direction hence y coordinate value is not of concern from now.

Once the sbRIO gets image from the laptop, it performs pattern matching as explained in the section 3.2.1. pattern matching gives the exact location of the template image in the main image.

Once the location or co ordinate value of the template is found, sbRIO subtracts the present co ordinate value with the centre reference co ordinate value(88) to give the deviation.

Deviation can be either positive or negative.

- if positive, motor rotates in one direction
- if negative, it rotates in opposite direction

Rotate the motor to the corresponding direction continuously until the object comes inside the frame or it comes to centre of the real time image.

Motor doesn't rotate for 2 situations

- object is in centre already
- pattern matching could not give the co ordinate value(object not found).

and gives out the 4 digital output values to the stepper motor driver circuit.

Driver circuit needs 12v voltage to trigger itself hence we give this voltage externally from the battery.

Driver circuit now passes its 4 digital output's as 4 inputs to the stepper motor.

Stepper motor thus now rotates in the respective direction in order to keep the object inside the frame.

IV.HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION:

In this paper, hardware is used National Instruments NI Single-Board RIO(fig 5) board-level embedded devices that provide a real-time processor, a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA (field-programmable gate array), analog and digital I/O, and built-in peripherals for custom embedded control and monitoring applications. The boards, according to NI, alleviate the effort of designing an entire embedded system from scratch, enabling designers to focus on the custom parts of their applications.
4.1 HARDWARE SETUP

1. Connect sbRIO to laptop via Ethernet cable.
2. Power on the sbRIO.
3. Open MAX from desktop, find the sbRIO icon appearing under remote devices in MAX.
4. Note down the IP address, gateway etc..
5. Find the “unconfigured device” in the last row of screen.
6. Now go to network and sharing centre in the control panel- LAN- local area connection(double click)- pop up window occurs- open properties- double click on IP version 4(TCP/IP)- change the subnet mask, default gateway, preferred DNS server same as sbRIO. IP address should be like last integer must be different.
7. Ensure that the softwares such as NI scan engine 4.0, NI serial RT 3.8.2 etc are installed.
4.2 STEPS TO DOWNLOAD LABVIEW CODE INTO sbRIO
1. Now create FPGA project. right click on my computer in pop up window and add the VI
2. Right click on project: untitled project1- new- target and devices- OK.
3. Pop up window occurs, select RT sbRIO- double click- sbRIO is detected- OK.
4. Discovers the device and it gets added to project explorer window.
5. In chassis we find all the inputs and outputs of sbRIO.

![Fig 8: figure showing the input and outputs on block diagram](image)

1. Drag and drop inputs and outputs into the block diagram of the VI.
2. Connect inputs and outputs of sbRIO to that of the code.
3. Run the VI.

![Fig 9: figures above show steps followed during compiling the code](image)

V. RESULTS

1. SIMULATION RESULTS
2. Verification of the Results:

   In Fig 7, the object is found to be at 102 coordinate value. When we subtract this value with reference point(88) we get -24, -ve sign indicates that motor has to rotate to its left and the 24 value gives to what extent the motor has to rotate. In Fig 8, the object is found to be at 85 coordinate value. When we subtract this value with reference point(88) we get 3, +ve sign indicates that motor has to rotate to its right. Since 3 pixels is not of that concern for this application, motor is kept still. In Fig 9, the object is found to be at 73 coordinate value. When we subtract this value with reference point(88) we get 15, +ve sign indicates that motor has to rotate to its right and the 15 value gives to what extent the motor has to rotate.

VI. CONCLUSION

A hardware-friendly tracking framework is established and implemented on sbRIO, thus verifying its compatibility.
with VLSI technology. Several problems that limit the hardware performance, such as complex computation, data transmission, cost of hardware resources, etc., are resolved.

Multiple coordinate regeneration, a statistical method, has been developed to realize the tracking function, and online learning is adopted to enhance the tracking performance. Due to the hardware-implementation friendliness of the algorithm, an object tracking system has been built very efficiently on an sbRIO to realize a real-time tracking capability.
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